We de ne notation system for in nitary derivations arising from cutelimination for a theory T 1 of recursively regular ordinals by the method of local predicativity. Using these notations, we derive nitary cutelimination steps together with corresponding ordinal assignments.
Introduction
There is an extensive literature connecting in nitary \Sch utte-style" and nitary \Gentzen-Takeuti-style" sides of proof theory. For example, in papers Mi75, Mi75a, Mi79, Bu91, Bu97a] this was done for systems not exceeding in strength Peano Arithmetic. But most recently, there has been an interest to what one can get on the side of nitary proof theory from the methods which are used for proof-theoretical analysis of impredicative theories (see Wei96, Bu97] ). Especially we want to mention paper Bu97] , where it was shown that Takeuti's reduction steps for 1 1 ? CA + BI Tak87, x27] can be derived from Buchholz' method of +1 -rule ( BFPS, Ch. IV{V], BS88]). Here we continue this line. As far as we know, the method of +1 -rule has certain limitations as far as its power is concerned (no generalizations of it for theories stronger than ID are known). On the contrary, modern ordinal analysis employs another very powerful tool, bearing a name of local predicativity, originally introduced by W. Pohlers and developed further by W. Buchholz, G. J ager, M. Rathjen BFPS, Po89, Bu92, J a82, JP82, Ra91, Ra94] and others. On the side of nitary proof theory, Gentzen-Takeuti's nitary methods have been pushed very far by T. Arai Ar97, Ar98] . So, in order to bring these two directions of modern proof-theoretical analysis closer together, a need arises to adapt methodology used in Bu97] , to the context of local predicativity. We have chosen to do our work on the basis of theories of ordinals, which were introduced by Takeuti Tak65] and followed by T. Arai Ar97] . On the one hand, there exists a natural embedding of set theories into theories of ordinals through G odel's hierarchy of constructible sets. For Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory this was worked out in detail in Tak65]; for Kripke-Platek set theory this is done in Ar98]. On the other hand, theories of ordinals allow for particularly simple structure of proofs, resembling very much that of Peano Arithmetic. In the present paper we exhibit our method for a theory of recursively regular ordinals, equivalent of KP!. In a forthcoming paper Tu98M] we work out the method for a much stronger theory of recursively Mahlo ordinals, equivalent to KPM of Ra91]. The paper consists of three sections. In Section 1 we introduce a theory T of recursively regular ordinals and lay some technical background. Section 2 is devoted solely to the in nitary part. We consider an in nitary version of T , T 1 , and de ne cutelimination and collapsing operators for T 1 , using a general outline of the method of local predicativity.
This work has been completed at Stanford University, USA, as a part of author's Ph.D. dissertation Section 3 is devoted completely to the nitary part. We show how to transform theorems proved in Section 2 into corresponding rules which we add to the nitary system (most of them are repetition rules, so prima facie can just be ignored), and then derive in a completely formal way nitary cutelimination reductions for the expanded nitary system, together with corresponding ordinal assignments. It should be noted that our translation method seems to be completely universal, and we do not expect any conceptual di culties applying it to stronger theories, for which in nitary proof-theoretical analysis has been carried out. However, details of this are still to come up in future papers.
1 Theories of ordinals T 0 and T
The languages L 0 and L 1
The language L 0 consists of the following symbols:
1. logical connectives:^, _, 8x < t, 9x < t for each term t (bounded quanti ers), 8, 9 (unbounded quanti ers);
2. free variables: a, b, . . . ; and bound variables: x, y, . . . ; 3. function constants 0 (zero), 0 (next), ! ( rst in nite); 4. predicate constants: = (equals), 6 = (not equals), < (less than), < = (not less than). Expression is a term or a formula. The set of free variables FV(e) of an expression e is de ned in the standard way.
Let X be a binary predicate variable. The language L 1 is obtained from L 0 by adding ternary predicate constants P D < , :P D < and binary predicate constants P D , :P D for every 0 -formula D X; a; b] of the language L 0 fXg with 2 free individual variables (FV(D X; a; b]) fa; bg). Intended meaning of x:P D (a; x) is a-times iteration of the operator given by the formula D, and xy:P D < (a; x; y) is L b<a x:P D (b; x). Prime literal is a literal not of the form P D (t; s); :P D (t; s); P D < (t; s; u); :P D < (t; s; u). Length ln(A) of a formula A is de ned as the number of occurrences of logical connectives in it. By A t we denote the result of replacing each unbounded quanti er 8x; 9x in a formula A by 8x < t; 9x < t respectively.
Negation :A of a formula A is de ned via de Morgan laws with elimination of double negation for atomic formulas. (:)A means either A or :A. De nition 1 0 , 1. The class 0 of 0 -formulas is de ned as the class of formulas not containing unbounded quanti ers. 2. The class of -formulas is de ned as the class of formulas not containing unbounded universal quanti ers.
Both systems T 0 and T are formulated in the language L 1 .
The system T 0
In the list of axioms below we collect standard equality axioms, axioms of linear order and properties of !.
By Ax we denote a set consisting of the following sequents: 12. a 0 < = b 0 ; a < b; 13. a < a 0 ; 14. a < = b; a 0 < b; a 0 = b; 15. 0 < !; 16. a < = !; a 0 < !.
We follow de nition of a proof system in Bu97a, p. 6] . A proof system S is determined by a list of inference symbols fIg, and, for each inference symbol I 2 S, a set jIj indexing its premises and sequents (I) and i (I) for all i 2 jIj. (Ind a;t ! ) 0 < t a < = t; a 0 < t t < ! ; (R C ) C :C ; T 0 -derivations are de ned in the standard way with standard proviso on eigenvariables a of the rules V a 8x<tA , V a 8xA , Ind a;t F and Ind a;t ! .
1.3 The system T Inference symbols of T are those of T 0 plus the following one:
An equivalent of T on the side of set theories is Kripke-Platek set theory KP! (see, e.g, Barw75] ). In fact the following two theorems hold.
Theorem A There is a translation set from the language L 1 to the language L set of set theory such that T `? =) KP!`? set .
Proof (outline) (C1) f0; g C n ( ; ), (C2) ; 2 C n ( ; ) & = NF + =) 2 C n+1 ( ; ), (C3) ; 2 C n ( ; ) & = NF '( ; ) =) 2 C n+1 ( ; ), (C4) 2 C n ( ; ) \ =) # 2 C n+1 ( ; ), (C5) C( ; ) := S n<! C n ( ; ), (C6) # := minf j C( ; ) \ & 2 C( ; )g and stands for the maximal component of (cf. RW93, p. 51], De nition 5 and Lemma 3). However, although this set-theoretic interpretation may be useful as an intuitive guide, formally we will never use it and treat these function symbols axiomatically.
Terms of L 1 are de ned in the standard way, but with the following additional proviso: u is s + t, '(s; t), #t or t and u is a term =) FV(u) = ;.
Formulas are de ned in the standard way. In Ax we collect axioms which allow for comparison of any two closed terms. In fact, this is just the set of equalities and inequalities which provide a primitive recursive notation system for the ordinal #? +1 .
By Ax ;? we denote the set consisting of the following sequents: 1. a1 6 = a2; b1 6 = b2; a1 + b1 = a2 + b2; 2. b < = c; a + b < a + c; 3. a + 0 = a; 4. 0 + a = a; 5. a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c; 6. a 0 = a + '(0; 0); 7. ! = '(0; '(0; 0)); 8. a1 < = a2; b1 6 = 'a2b2; 'a1b1 = 'a2b2; 9. a1 6 = a2; b1 6 = b2; 'a1b1 = 'a2b2; 10. a1 < = a2; b1 < = 'a2b2; 'a1b1 < 'a2b2; 11. a1 6 = a2; b1 < = b2; 'a1b1 < 'a2b2; 12. a2 < = a1; 'a1b1 < = b2; 'a1b1 < 'a2b2; 13. 0 < 'ab; 14. c < = 'ab; c + 'ab = 'ab; 15. c < = 'ab; d < = 'ab; c + d < 'ab; 16. a 6 = b; #a = #b; 17. a < = b; a < = #b; #a < #b; 18. b < = a; #a < = b ; #a < #b; 19. b < = a; #a 6 = b ; #a < #b; 20. 0 < #a; 21. b < = #a; b + #a = #a; 22. b < = #a; c < = #a; b + c < #a; 23. '(#a; 0) = #a; 24. b < = #a; '(b; #a) = #a; 25. #a < = b; #a < 'bc; 26. #a < = c; #a < 'bc; 27. b < = #a; c < = #a; 'bc < #a; 44. b < = ; c < = ; 'bc < ; 45. #a < . By Ax we denote the closure of Ax Ax ;? by substitution and cut.
De nition 2 True literals We say that a prime literal A is true i A is closed and A 2 Ax . TRUE denotes the set of all true literals. In the following by saying 's = t', 's 6 = t', 's < t', 's < = t' we mean that s = t; s 6 = t; s < t; s < = t 2 TRUE.
The following lemma says that our ordinal notation system is a linear ordering. In the rest of Section 1 and throughout Section 2 we shall to use ordinal functions #, , x:! x , max, ? with their standard meaning. At this point we will not make them formally a part of the language. However, in Section 3 we will have to include them into the language formally. For closed terms s, t we will use s#t to mean jsj#jtj, and similarly for , x:! x , max, ?.
Lemma 3 For any ordinals s, s 1 and closed terms t, u, v, w the following holds: Proof. Case (:)P D < (t; s; u). rk((:)P D (s; u)) = ! js 0 j ! jtj < ! jtj + 1 = rk((:)P D < (t; s; u)).
Case (:)P D (t; s).
By Lemma 11 lev((:)D xy:P D < (t; x; y); t; s]) t and by Lemma 6 rk((:)D xy:P D < (t; x; y); t; s]) < ! jt 0 j = rk((:)P D (t; s)). 2
Next lemma will be needed only for Theorem 1.
Lemma 13 For closed formulas the following holds: Proof.
Case (:)(A 0^A1 ). By the previous Lemma rk(
. Otherwise, assume rk(A k ) < . Then by Lemmas 6 and 5 rk(A k ) < ! (lev(A k ) + 1) ! (gr(A k ) + 2), E(jrk(A k )j) (rk(A k )) (gr(A k )) (gr(A 0^A1 )) , and, as before, ! rk(A k ) #gr(A 0^A1 ) 0 ! rk(A0^A1) #gr(A 0^A1 ). Case (:)8x < tA. By the previous Lemma rk(A x s]) < rk(8x < tA), so ! rk(Ax s]) #gr(8x < tA) < ! rk(8x<tA) #gr(8x < tA). If rk(A x s]) , then by Lemma 7 E(jrk(A x s])j) = f0g, E(j! rk(Ax s]) #gr(8x < tA)j) = f0g E(jgr(8x < tA)j) (gr(8x < tA)) (! rk(8x<tA) #gr(8x < tA)) and by Lemma 3 E(j! rk(Ax s]) #gr(8x < tA)j) < #(! rk(8x<tA) #gr(8x < tA)) and ! rk(Ax s]) #gr(8x < tA) 0 ! rk(8x<tA) # gr(8x < tA). Otherwise, assume rk(A x s]) < . Then by Lemmas 6 and 5 rk( (8xA)) and ! rk(Ax s]) #gr(A x s])#s jsj ! rk(8xA) #gr(8xA). Finally, if lev(A x s]) < s, then by Lemma 9 lev(A x s]) = lev(A x 0]) gr(A x 0]) + 1 = gr(8xA) + 1 = t + 1, and we again proceed as before. Case (:)P D < (t; s; u). By the previous Lemma rk(P D (s; u)) < rk(P D < (t; s; u)), so ! rk(P D (s;u)) #gr(P D < (t; s; u)) < ! rk(P D < (t;s;u)) #gr(P D < (t; s; u)) < . From this by Lemma 3 we have ! rk(P D (s;u)) #gr(P D < (t; s; u)) 0 ! rk(P D < (t;s;u)) #gr(P D < (t; s; u)). 
Below is a standard collection of theorems which allow for cutelimination and collapsing in T 1 . All of them are proved by constructing appropriate operators, which all are de ned by recursion of one type or another (e.g. on rank of a formula, height of a derivation). Properties of those operators stated in the Theorems 1{7 are proved by induction for the corresponding clauses. The following theorem is necessary for embedding of the nitary system T (see Section 3) into its in nitary version T 1 .
Theorem 1
Let a closed formula C be given, gr(C) < . There is a derivation d :C;C such that d :C;C j ? ! rk(C) #! rk(C) #gr(C) 0 :C; C:
Proof by induction on rk(C):
Cases 1, 1'. C is a prime literal:
The assertion is obvious.
Case 2. C is P D < (t; s; u): If s < = t the assertion is obvious. Assume now s < t. By Case 4. C is A 0^A1 : By IH for each k = 0; 1 we have d : is a derivation as required.
2
The following theorem de nes a standard operator of elimination of a single cut, except for the case when one premise is obtained by re ection and another by 8-introduction of the principal formula (Cases 2.6, 2.6').
In that case we introduce Ref This concludes cutelimination for the system T 1 by the method of local predicativity. In the next section we will show how operators on in nitary derivations which we de ned in Theorems 1{7 give rise to a nitary extension T of the original system T and nitary reductions for T .
3 Cutelimination for the nitary system T De nition of the system T Derivable objects are sequents ? 2 L 1 .
The inference symbols of T are those of T plus the following ones: 
Lemma 17 If h is a T -derivation then FV(o(h)) FV(?(h)) and FV(d(h)) FV(?(h)

Proposition. If h is a T -derivation then also h a=t] is a T -derivation and ?(
Interpretation of T in T 1 For each closed T -derivation h we de ne its interpretation h 1 2 T 1 as follows: Let h = Ih 0 : : : h n?1 ; ? = ?(h); = jo(h)j; = jd(h)j: Cases 1, 3-5, 7, 9-12, 14, 15 i. C 2 TRUE: tp(h) := Ax C , ii. :C 2 TRUE: tp(h) := Ax :C ; (b) C is P D < (t; s; u): i. s < = t: tp(h) := :P < s < = t Remark 1. If tp(h) 6 = Rep; Ax A then last(r(h)) = tp(h). If tp(h) = Ax A then last(r(h)) = Ax fAg . Remark 2. In the \main" case tp(h) = Rep the ordinal jo(h)j goes down (jo(r(h))j < jo(h)j, see Lemma 19) because (r(h)) 1 is a subderivation of h 1 . Other cases are essentially reduced to this one.
Lemma 19 If h 2 T (0) and jo(h)j > 0 then jo(r(h))j < jo(h)j.
Proof:
By Lemma 18b tp(h) is either Ax A or Rep. In the rst case jo(r(h))j = 0 < jo(h)j. In the second case r(h) = h 0] and jo(r(h))j < jo(h)j by Theorem 8c. 2
Lemma 20 If h 2 T (0) then there exists an n < ! such that jo(r n (h))j = 0.
Proof:
By the previous Lemma and wellfoundedness of jo(h)j. 2
Theorems 9{10 below have the same meaning as corresponding theorems in Ge38]: Theorem 9 says that if a derivation contains at least something non-trivial, then the reduction is possible; Theorem 10 says that the reductions terminate.
Theorem 9 (Possibility of reduction)
Let I be the following set of inference symbols of T :
I := fAx :C;C ; V a 8x<tA ; V a 8xA ; P < ; :P < ; P; :P; Ind;R A ; R C ; E; E ; B; Dg. Case 2. tp(h) = Ax A :
Then r(h) = Ax fAg and r 2 (h) = r 1 (h).
Case 3. h = Ih 0 and I 2 f W k A0_A1 ; W s 9xA ; Ref C g: Then r n (h) = Ir n (h 0 ) and by IH r n0+1 (h 0 ) = r n0 (h 0 ) for some n 0 < !. So, r n0+1 (h) = r n0 (h). Case 4. h = Ih 0 h 1 and I 2 f W s 9x<tA ; V A0^A1 g: Then r n (h) = Ir n (h 0 )r n (h 1 ) and by IH r n0+1 (h 0 ) = r n0 (h 0 ), r n1+1 (h 1 ) = r n1 (h 1 ) for some n 0 ; n 1 < !. So, r n +1 (h) = r n (h), where n := maxfn 0 ; n 1 g.
Case 5. last(h) 6 = tp(h) 2 f W k A0_A1 ; W s 9xA ; Ref C g:
Then r(h) = tp(h)h 0] and r n+1 (h) = tp(h)r n (h 0]). By IH r n0+1 (h 0]) = r n0 (h 0]) for some n 0 < ! and we have r n0+2 (h) = r n0+1 (h). = r n1 (h 1]) for some n 0 ; n 1 < ! and we have r n +2 (h) = r n +1 (h), where n := maxfn 0 ; n 1 g. 
Examples
In this section we show in a schematic form 4 illustrations to reductions of nitary derivations. They are obtained simply by instantiating De nition 21 to some particular important cases. In the examples below a derivation in the upper part is denoted by h; the lower part derivation is the result of 1-step reduction r(h). We remind that by de nition h 2 T ( b 1 Example 2. !-induction. h 0 ?; 0 < n h 1 a] ?; a < = n; a 0 < n h 2 ?; n < ! ? Ind a;t ! w w r h 1 a=n ? 1] ?; n ? 1 < = n; (n ? 1) 0 < n ?; n ? 1 < = nR (n?1) 0 < = n ?R n?1<n where 0 < n < !.
Example 3. Cut-reduction (main case). 
